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Abstract 
Shee, S.-C., Some results on I-valuation of graphs involving complete bipartite graphs, 
Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 73-80. 
In this paper we show that a graph G obtained from a complete bipartite graph K,,, and a 
collection of q (cmax{m, n}) stars G, by joining the centre of G, to every vertex of K,,, and 
joining the centre of G, to a vertex (not the centre) of G,+, (i = 1, 2, . . . , q - 1) is strongly 
harmonious. We also prove that a graph obtained from a collection of t complete bipartite 
graphs Km,+, with bipartition (X,, Yi) by joining exactly one member in Y with a member in 
X,+, (i = 1,2, . , t - 1) is strongly c-elegant. The windmill graph K$#‘i of n complete bipartite 
graphs Kz,2 with a common vertex is also shown to be harmonious for all n 2 2. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered are finite, undirected, without loops and multiple edges. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A &valuation of G is 
a one-one mapping 8 from V to the set of nonnegative integers such that the load 
(or edge sum) n(x, y) on the edge xy connecting vertices x and y is given by 
A(% Y) = O(r) + O(Y). 
For each u E V, we shall call e(v) the vertex label of u. We shall denote by To the 
image of V under 8, that is, To = O(V), and by TA the collection of all loads. Let 
Z,, be the additive group of integers modulo n. For n, c 3 1, let N, = 
{O,l,..., n} and N(n,c={~,~+l ,..., c + n - 1). A graph G with n edges is 
said to be harmonious if there exists a &valuation of G such that 
T@sZ, and Th=Zn; 
G is strongly harmonious if 
To c_ Z, and 7J,. = N,,1. 
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If IV1 =n + 1 (e.g. G is a tree), then 0 may repeat exactly one value in Z,, that 
is, exactly one vertex label may be assigned to two distinct vertices. Otherwise 0 
is required to be one-one. A graph G with n edges is called strongly c-elegant if 
there exists a &valuation of G such that 
Te G N, and G = N,,,. 
In the above three cases the A-valuations will be called respectively harmonious, 
strongly harmonious and strongly c-elegant labellings of the graph G. 
It is shown in [2] that the complete bipartite graph K,,, is harmonious if and 
only if m or n = 1. However the joint K,,,,, + K, is strongly h’armonious for all m, 
n 2 1 [l]. In [l] it is also shown that the complete bipartite graph K,,,, is strongly 
c-elegant for some c. The main object of this paper is to generalize the results in 
[l] which involve complete bipartite graphs and give a harmonious labelling of the 
windmill graph Kpj. 
2. Results 
Let S, be a star with 1 edges and S, be a single vertex. For 4 2 1, define 
K m,n * S,(q) to be a graph obtained from K,,,, and S,, i = 1, 2, . . . , q, by joining 
the centre of S,, to every vertex of K,,,, and by joining the centre of S,, to a vertex 
(which is not a centre, unless Zj+1 = 0) of S,,,, i = 1, 2, . . . , q - 1. For example, 
when q = 3, l1 = 3, l2 = 4 and f3 = 6, the graph K2,3 * S,,(3) is shown in Fig. 1. 
Theorem 1. The graph K,,,n * Sli(q) is strongly harmonious for all m, n 2 1, li 2 0, 
i=1,2 ,..., qandl~q~max{m,n}. 
Proof. The graph K,,,n *S,(q) has m + n + Et1 (li + 1) vertices and mn + m + 
n + ,QLl li + (q - 1) edges. Let {x1, x2, . . . ,x,} and {yl, y2, . . . , y,,} be the 
bipartition of K,,,. Let the centre of Sli be Xi0 and the remaining vertices be xii, 
i = 1, 2, . . . , li, i = 1, 2, . . . , q. Assume that m < n. 
Label yi with i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; label x1 with 0 and xi with jn + (j - l), 
j=2,3 ,..., m. 
Label the centre of S,, with n + 1 and the remaining vertices of S,, with 
m(n + l), m(n + 1) + 1, . . . , m(n + 1) + I1 - 1. 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Inductively label the vertex of S,+,, which is joined to the centre of S,, with 
m(n + 1) + Cf==, lip the centre of &+, with n + k + 1, and the remaining vertices of 
S,k+, with 
m(n + 1) + i li + 1, m(n + 1) + 5 fj + 2, . . . , 
k+l 
m(n + 1) + 2 li - 1. 
i=l i=l i=l 
It is easily seen that when 1 c q c n, the above vertex labels are all distinct 
modulo mn + m + 12 + ~~=i l + (q - 1). The loads range from 1 to n + q + m(n + 
1) + Cbi fi - 1, and hence K,,,, *S,(q) is strongly harmonious. 0 
For example, a strongly harmonious labelling of K,,, * S,,(q), where q = 3, 
II = 3, I2 = 2, l3 = 5 is given in Fig. 2. 
Note that when q = 1, and 1, = 0, K,,,, *S,(q) reduces to K,,, + K,. 
Corollary 1. K,,,, + K, is strongly harmonious. 
It is shown in [2] that if a harmonious graph has an even number e of edges and 
the degree of every vertex is divisible by 2” (CY 3 l), then e is divisible by 2”+i. 
Theorem 2. Let m = 2/m,, n = 2’4 and t = 2’t, with ml, n1 and tl being odd such 
that 2’ divides each of ml + nl, ml + t,, and n, + tI. Then the joint K,,,, + i?, is not 
harmonious, where x, is the complement of the complete graph K,. 
Proof. The joint Km,” + E, has mn + t(m + n) = 2”~ edges, where p = mlnl + 
tI(ml + nI) is odd. The degree of any vertex is either 
m+t=2”yI, or n+t=2”y2, or m+n=2Uy, 
for some yi, y2 and y3. Since 2’9 is not divisible by 2”+‘, K,,, + K, is not 
harmonious by the above Graham and Sloane’s result. 0 
Corollary 2. The joint K2m,2n + K, is not harmonious for all odd, m, n, t * 1. 
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Let {K,,,,, 1 i = 1,2, . . . , t} be a collection of complete bipartite graphs. Let 
the bipartition of K,,, be Xi = {Xi,, Xi23 . . . , Xim;} and x = { Yir, Yi2, . . . , Yin,}. 
Define J(lJf=r K,,,J to be a graph obtained from K,,,,,, i = 1, 2, . . . , t, by 
identifying exactly one member in & with a member in Xi+r, i = 1, 2, . . . , t - 1. 
For example, when t = 3, ml = 2, nl = 4, m2 = 3, n2 = 5, m3 = 1, n3 = 2, a graph 
represented by J(IJ~zI K,,,,i) is given in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 3. Let {K,i,,i ( i = 1, 2, . . . , t} be a collection of complete bipartite 
graphs. Then J(U:=, Kmi,,),) is strongly c-elegant, where 
WI 
c = C (kl + m2d - f + W), 
l=l [I 
where 
W) = {x’ 
Proof. The graph J(IJfzI K,,,,,) has Ci=, (ml + nl) - (t - 1) vertices and Ci=, m,n, 
edges. 
We note that a specified member of x is to be identified with a specified 
member of Xi+l in the construction of J(UfCI K,,,,,S is equivalent to any member 
of Y;: is to be identified with any member of X,+1. A strongly c-elegant labelling of 
J(UiCI K,,,,,) is given as follows. Let 6 = c - 1, where c is given as in Theorem 3. 
Label 
xii with 6 + (i - l)n, + 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , m,, 
Ylj with j - 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,, 
X 2k+l,i with 6 f $ mlnl - 5 (nu-, + rn2() + (k + 1) + (i - l)n2k+l, 
I=1 I=1 
i = 1, 2, . . . , m2k+l, k=1,2 ,..., F. 
[ 1 
and 
YZk+l.j with $ b-1 + m2,) - (k + 1) +i, 




j=l,2 ,..., n2k+l, 
k k 
x 2k+2,i with c n2[+1 + c rnzl - (k + 1) + (i - l), 
I=0 I=1 
i= 1, 2,. . . , m2k+2, 
t-2 
k =0, 1,. . . , - 
[ 1 2 ’ 
2k--1 
y2k,j with 6 + lzl mlnl - i n21-1 - ‘2’ rn2[ + (k + 1) + (j - l)m*k, 
I=1 I=1 
j=l,2 )...) n2k, k=l,2 )..., 0 
For example, when t =5, m, =5, n1 =3, m2=3, n2=4, m3=6, n3=2, 
m4 = 3, It4 = 3, m5 = 1, n5 = 5, a strongly c-elegant labelling of J(lJIC1 K,,,,) is 
given in Fig. 4. 
Let {G, 1 1, 2, . . . , t} be a collection of complete bipartite graphs. Define 
J*(G, U G2) to be any graph obtained from G, and G2 by identifying a vertex of 
G, with a vertex of G2. Inductively define J*(lJFZ; G,) to be any graph obtained 
from J*(lJFzl G,) and G,,, by identifying a vertex of G,,, with a vertex v of 
J*(lJ~=, Gi) such that the partite set in which v lies has no vertex already being 
identified with some vertex. 
Corollary 3. Let {Gi 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , t} be a collection of complete bipartite graphs. 
Then J*(U:=, G;) is strongly c-elegant. 
Graham and Sloane have shown that the friendship graph F, consisting of n 
triangles with a common vertex is harmonious except when n = 2 (mod 4) [2]. 
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Hsu showed that the windmill graph K4 @) of n complete graphs K4 with a common 
vertex is strongly harmonious [3]. Hsu also pointed out that the friendship graph 
F, is not strongly harmonious when n = 3 (mod 4). The friendship graph F, is the 
windmill graph Kp’ of II complete graphs K3 with a common vertex. To partly fill 
the gap between Kp’ and Kp’ we consider the windmill graph K$ of it complete 
bipartite graphs K2,2 with a common vertex. It is known that K2,2 is not 
harmonious. However we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The windmill graph K$“’ is harmonious for n 3 2. 
Proof. Let Gi be the ith COPY of K2,* with vertex set & = {xi,,, xii, xi2, xi3}, where 
x&i17 xilxi29 Xi2Xi3 and Xi3Xio are the edges of Gi. Assume that the vertices xi0 
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are identified to become the common vertex of K$‘,‘J. The graph 
K$$ has 3n + 1 vertices and 4n edges. We shall just specify the vertex labels and 
leave to the reader the straightforward verification that the labelling is har- 
monious. The cases II = 4k, n = 4k + 2, n = 4k + 1, and 12 = 4k + 3 will be 
handled separately. In each case the common vertex is labelled with 0. 
Case(i): n=4k, ksl. 
Label 
x1,2 with 2k + 1, l=l,2 ,..., 4k, 
-G-l,1 with (2k + 1) - 1, 
x21,1 with 16k - 1, 
h-1,3 with (8k + 1) - 1, 1= 1, 2, . . . , 2k, 
x21,3 with 10k - 1, I= 1,2, . . . ,2k - 1, 
x4k,3 with 10k. 
For example, a harmonious labelling of K$:i is given in Fig. 5. 
Case (ii): n = 4k + 2, k 2 0. 
Fig. 5. 
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xi,2 with (2k + 1) + I, l=1,2 ,..., 4k+2, 
x21+1.1 with (2k + 1) - I, 
x21+2,1 with (16k + 7) - I, 
x21+1,3 with (8k + 4) - 1, I= 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2k, 
x21+2,3 with (10k + 4) - I, I= 0, 1, . . . . , 2k - 1, 
X4&+2,3 with 10k + 5. 
Cme(iii): n=4k+l, kz-1. 
Label 
x1.2 with 2k + 1, 1 = 1,2, . . . ,4k + 1. 
-Gl, 1 with (2k + 1) - I, 
x2/+1,1 with (16k + 4) - I, 1 = 1, 2, . . . , 2k, 
x1.1 with 9k + 1. 
Label 
x2/,3 with (8k + 1) - I, I = 1, 2, . . , , k, 
~2(k+1),3 with 14k + 3, 
x21.3 with (8k + 2) - I, I=k+2,k+3 ,..., 2k, 
x21+1,3 with (10k + 2) - 1, I= 1, 2, . . . , k - 1, 
x2k+1,3 with 12k + 3, 
x21+1,3 with (10k + 1) - 1, 1 = k f 1, k + 2, . . . , 2k, 
x1.3 with 9k + 2. 
Case (iv): n = 4k + 3, k 2 0. 
Label 
xi.2 with (2k + 1) + I, I = 1,2, . . . ,4k + 3, 
x1,1 with 9k + 5, 
x21+1,1 with (16k + 12) - 1, 
x21.1 with (2k + 2) - I, 1 = 1,2, . . . ,2k + 1. 
Label 
x1.3 with 9k + 6, 
x2I+1,3 with (10k + 7) - 1, I= 1, 2, . . . , k, 
xu+l,3 with 14k + 10, f=k+l, 
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x21+1,3 with (10k + 6) - 1, 1= k + 2, k + 3, . . . , 2k + 1, 
%I,3 with (8k + 5) - I, 1 = 1, 2, . . . , k, 
-Ql,3 with 12k + 9, l=k+l, 
%x3 with (8k + 6) - 1, l=k+2,k+3 ,..., 2k+l. 0 
For example, the graph K $74 can be harmoniously labelled as in Fig. 6. 
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